Client: Go Independent Sandwich & Pasty Bar
Location: Bakewell, Derbyshire
Situated in the heart of Bakewell, Go Independent Sandwich & Pasty
Bar was always going to rise above the ordinary, as the aim of the
project was not simply to be different, but to be better.

“Be unique”
In collaboration with Brakes Catering Equipment, we took up the
challenge of working with Jamie and Lisa Oldfield, who were
enthusiastic to be moving into a new business venture. We began by
carrying out a comprehensive site survey and discussing with the
client what their necessities were with regards to the design of the
layout and product selection. We used the information provided
from the client to create 3D scale drawings, which were able to help
the customer realise their vision before a single unit was delivered.

“Bringing the ideas together”
At Pentland Wholesale we make sure we bring the customer’s ideas
to life with aesthetically pleasing and practical design concepts. We
worked with the client’s brief to supply, design and install the Mafirol
Vivaldi display counters.

The Mafirol Vivaldi was selected by the client as they chose the
chilled serve over counters, chilled container display, hot plate and
external refrigerated corner display. The client worked with our
design and sales teams to create a stylish appearance of the product
that fitted well within the client’s theme. The client chose the black
Lacquered high gloss finish with stainless steel plinths and stone
Lactea worktops. We worked with the client on every step to ensure
that we operated within the budget and met the deadline.

“We are devoted to putting a smile on the face of our
clients with every project”
Our team of professional installers delivered on every stage to
ensure a perfect finish. The complete transformation perfectly
complements the Go Independent Sandwich & Pasty Bar and the end
results have been enormously satisfying for both us and our client.
“I selected Brakes Catering Equipment and their partner Pentland
Wholesale Ltd to undertake this project as they best presented a
solution, which encompassed everything I envisaged. They delivered
the project within the budget and timescale and made me feel they
were best equipped to do the job.”
Jamie & Lisa Oldfield (Owner of Go Independent Sandwich & Pasty Bar)

